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Bosch Starlock™ Professional Interface System for Multi-Tool
Accessories Sets High Bar for Power Transmission, Precision
Intuitive, tool-less design offers three-dimensional fit; jointly developed by industry leaders Bosch® and Fein®

Mt. Prospect, Ill., January 28, 2016 – The multi-tool market’s search for a professional interface that delivers maximum
power transmission and quick change out has come to an end. The Starlock™ interface system delivers three-dimensional fit
for high torque transfer and superior performance in the most challenging applications. The interface system was jointly
developed and patented by multi-tool leaders Bosch ® and Fein ®.

Click to Tweet: .@BoschToolsNA and Fein officially announce the new #Starlock Multi-Tool System
http://ctt.ec/03aa6+ #Powertools
The Starlock development effort focused on creation of a high-performance, application-based multi-tool interface that’s
easy to use. With Starlock, blade performance classification extends tool life by matching the appropriate accessories to the
task at hand. Blade grades for Bosch Starlock include:
_ Starlock. These universal blades for everyday use fit all Starlock interfaces and are backward compatible to Bosch OIS™
systems (Bosch, Fein, Makita®, Milwaukee ® and other pro tools).
_ StarlockMax. These are extreme-duty blades for the toughest professional applications, including cutting through a 2x4 in
one pass. Extra-long 80mm blades offer the fastest speed, deepest plunge cuts and best overall performance available.
“A wide range of mounting systems for oscillating power tools is currently available on the market,” said Willi Fellmann,
vice president marketing, Bosch Group Power Tools Div., Accessories, Solothurn, Switzerland. “Users also have to generally
accept performance losses when an adapter is used. With this product (Starlock), Bosch and Fein have established a joint
standard and maximize transfer of power.”
How It Works
The Starlock interface system offers maximum power transmission with a three-dimensional connection versus standard two
dimension. Starlock features a no-touch quick change when used with a Bosch tool featuring the Snap-In System. Blade
changes can be made in seconds and blade removal is easy with auto-ejection. Starlock blades are backward compatible with
OIS systems and OIS-compatible tools. No other multi-tool system currently available offers the speed and ease of blade
change offered by Starlock.
The Starlock blade range includes 30 blades; StarlockMax will offer 10 blades at the time of launch. So the entire Starlock
lineup includes 40 blades; there are 39 additional blades available in the current Bosch OIS offering.
Starlock Blade Capabilities
Starlock blade choices include Bosch carbide blades for metal-cutting applications, which feature 30 times life versus
conventional bi-metal metal-cutting multi-tool blades. These blades provide longer life versus bi-metal options. In addition,
Bosch Curved-Tec bi-metal blades give users maximum control and precision thanks to a curved head design that increases

precise, clean and smooth plunge cuts.
The enhanced Starlock system also brings added-value benefits like reduced vibration in applications for cutting hardwoods
and metals.
“The Starlock interface represents a significant step forward in the multi-tool market,” said Jared Schmidt, multi-tool
accessories product manager, BOSCH POWER TOOLS. “Power transmission makes all the difference in heavy-duty and
industrial applications. Starlock gives professional users that additional level of performance they’ve always wanted from
these tools. By matching appropriate accessories to the tool, we believe multi-tool life will be extended as well.”
The Bosch-exclusive color coding system for each Starlock blade offers easy selection of the right blade at point of purchase.
The color code includes white for all-purpose applications, including wood with nails; gray for wood and laminate
applications; blue is for cutting metal and other tough materials; purple is for soft materials, including sealants, caulk and
carpet; and brown is for grout removal and abrasive applications, including grinding and sanding.
Universal Starlock blades will be available starting January 2016; StarlockMax blades launch April 2016. Bosch will roll out
a new line of Starlock multi-tools that will match the same blade performance ratings. Those products are expected in April
2016.
To learn more or to find a local dealer, visit www.boschtools.com or call 877-BOSCH-99. Check out www.bethepro.com
for additional tips and videos.
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About Bosch
Having established a regional presence in 1906 in North America, the Bosch Group employs some 28,700 associates in more
than 100 locations, as of April 1, 2015. In 2014, Bosch generated consolidated sales of $11.3 billion in the U.S., Canada and
Mexico. For more information, visit www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and www.bosch.ca.
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 360,000 associates worldwide
(as per April 1, 2015). The company generated sales of $65 billion (49 billion euros) in 2014.* Its operations are divided into
four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology.
The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440 subsidiary and regional companies in some 60
countries. Including its sales and service partners, Bosch is represented in roughly 150 countries. This worldwide
development, manufacturing, and sales network is the foundation for further growth. In 2014, Bosch applied for some 4,600
patents worldwide. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create solutions for a connected life. Bosch improves quality
of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates technology
that is “Invented for life.”
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com and www.bosch-press.com, http://twitter.com/BoschPresse.
Exchange rate: 1 EUR = $1.32850
*The sales figure disclosed for 2014 does not include the former joint ventures BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH
(now BSH Hausgeräte GmbH) and ZF Lenksysteme GmbH (now Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH), which have
since been fully acquired.
Bosch in North America
In the U.S., Canada and Mexico, the Bosch Group manufactures and markets automotive original equipment and

aftermarket products, industrial drives and control technology, power tools, security and communication systems, packaging
technology, thermotechnology, household appliances, healthcare telemedicine and software solutions. For more
information, please visit www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and www.bosch.ca.www.boschusa.com.
About Robert Bosch Tool Corporation
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation, the Power Tools Division of North America, was formed in January 2003 when Robert
Bosch GmbH combined its North American diverse power tool and accessories businesses into one organization. As a
manufacturing pioneer with more than a century’s worth of experience, the Bosch name has become synonymous with
engineering excellence. Located throughout North America as part of the global power tools division, Bosch associates
maintain a legacy of world-class design, manufacture and sale for power tools, rotary and oscillating tools, accessories and
measuring tools. For more information, call toll-free 877-BOSCH-99 (877-267-2499) or visit
www.robertboschtoolcorporation.com.
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